The aim of this work is evaluation of the correlation energy E corr , repulsion energy between electrons 〈 〉 ,attraction energy between electrons and nucleus 〈 〉 ,electron density at the nucleus ,one-electron expectation value 〈 〉 and inter -electron expectation value 〈 〉 (where k is an integer takes the value -2,-1,1,2) for some ions Si +11 ,P +12 ,S +13 ,All these results in atomic unit .
I.
Introduction :
The HF approximation begins with the assumption that the total electronic wave function can be approximated by a product of one-electron wave functions. Furthermore, one must assume that the potential experienced by a given electron is an average of the potentials produced by the remaining electrons [1] . The correlation energy must be taken into account by accurate theories of electronic structure [2] . The correlation energy of any electron system is defined as the difference between the exact non relativistic and Hartee -Fock energies. It is great interesting in studying atoms, ions and molecules taking into consideration the electron correlation energy [3] .
II.
Theoretical Aspects :
a-Two-particle0density0Distribuion0Function0Γ HF (xi,xj):
The electron pair density ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ is a function that deserves much study because the concept of electron pairs is fundamental to chemistry. The electron pairs density can be obtained from the N-electron wave function in the usual manner [4] .
In which ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ ⃗ is the combined space-spin coordinate of electron j.
b-Radial distribution functions D(r 1 ) and expectation values of 〈 〉:
To determine the radial distribution function regardless of direction ,we integrate over angle and d to get [3] . 
.(7)
The one-electron expectation value 〈 〉 is determined by the expression as [9] :
c-Inter-particle distance function f(r 12 ) and the expectation value of 〈 〉 Inter -particle distribution function can be defined as the measure of the probability distance between two electrons [3] . inter -electron distribution function f(r 12 The expectation value of two -electron separation is given by equation [11] (12) where ̂ is the Hamiltonian, a differential operator representing the total energy of the system, E is the energy of the state, and is the wavefunction. the Hamiltonian electronic operator is (in atomic units) [14] .
We can write expectation value of energy as [15] :
Where 〈 〉 is the expectation value of kinetic energy , 〈 〉 is the Coulomb repulsion between electronelectron, and 〈 〉 is an attraction energy between electron-nucleus. The energy expectation value is related to the potential energy [8] .
The expectation value of the potential energy 〈 〉 evaluate from equation (15 
III.
Results and discussion: 1-From table (1),The researchers noted the maximum value of D(r 1 ) increases when atomic number increases for three shells , because the increasing in atomic number ,that means increasing in attraction force between the nucleus and the electrons which lead increasing in the probability of finding the electron ,this behavior shown in fig .(1) and fig.(2) for all shell.
2-the maximum probability of pair distribution function f(r 12 ) increases as atomic number increases this lead to increases in repulsion force and the distance between electrons r 12 decrease ,This behavior shows in three -shell as shown in fig .(3) , (4)and(5).
3-In table (3) for all studied system, the expected values 〈 〉 are increased when k=-1,-2 are due to the electron probability increases and probability decreases when k=1, 2. (4), when Z increases the values of 〈 〉 increases for n negative values and reverse for n positive values in addition to the values of 〈 〉 increases 5-From table (5),we noted the electron density at the nucleus increases when atomic number increases .The electron density at the nucleus in K-shell is larger because K-shell is closed to the nucleus . 6 -From table (6), the expectation value of attraction energy 〈 〉 negative and expectation value of repulsion energy 〈 〉 increases when atomic number Z increase , because increasing in Z lead to decreasing in the distance between electrons with nucleus and the distance between two electrons , this lead to increasing in attraction energy and repulsion energy according to coulomb law . The expectation value for total potential energy 〈 〉 increasing in each system when increasing in atomic number , because the increase of 〈 〉 are large than that of 〈 〉 and It is noted the expectation value of Kinetic energy 〈 〉 increasing when Z increasing , because Z would lead to increasing in attraction energy between the electron and nucleus this lead to increasing the velocity of the electron around the nucleus and from table (7) The correlation energy to the total energy for total system decreasing when there is increasing in atomic number 7- Fig. (6) A-shows the percentage contribution for each shell in the total energy , Where K-shell has greater share then -shell and -shell , we can also when increasing in Z the contribution of K-shell energy increasing .While contribution in -shell and -shell decreasing because K-shell closer to the nucleus from other shells, and B-represent The percentage of correlation energy to the total energy for total system decreasing when there is increasing in atomic number , because Hartree-Fock approximation assumes that each electron moves in the average potential of the other electrons . 
4-From table
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IV. Conclusions 1-
The maximum value of D(r 1 ) increases when atomic number increases for three shells .
2-
The maximum probability of pair distribution function f(r 12 ) increases as atomic number increases this lead to increases in repulsion force and the distance between electrons r 12 decrease. 
3-
4-
The electron density at the nucleus increases when atomic number increases for three shells 5-Values of energies 〈 〉 〈 〉 〈 〉 〈 〉 and 〈 〉 increases when the atomic number increases which is interpreted as the influence of nuclear charge for all shells and for total system. 6-The correlation energy increases with increases in atomic number . 
